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A woman's charred body has been found inside a burned car perched atop a hill in Knoxville. Is it
accidental death, or murder followed by arson? Forensic anthropologist Bill Brockton's quest for
answers prompts an experiment straight from Dante's Inferno: In the dark of night, he puts bodies to
the torch, researching how fire consumes flesh and bone. In the meantime, Brockton is sent a
mysterious packageâ€”a set of cremated remains that looks entirely unreal. With the help of a local
crematorium, he investigates and discovers a truth too horrifying to believe: A facility in another state
has not been disposing of bodies properly, instead scattering them all around the grounds. Little does
Brockton know that his research is about to collide with realityâ€”with the force of a lit match meeting
spilled gasoline. En route to trial, his nemesis, medical examiner Garland Hamilton, has escaped from
custody. What follows is a deadly game of cat and mouse, played for the ultimate stakes: Brockton's
own life. With help from his loyal graduate assistant, Miranda, and ace criminalist Art Bohanan,
Brockton eventually tracks Hamilton, but when the police arrive, they find only a smoldering ruin. Sifting
through the ashes, Brockton finds the incinerated remains of Hamilton . . . or does he? The
answerâ€”along with Brockton's ultimate testâ€”comes in a searing moment of truth.
The Devil's Bones is the third book in Body Farm series.
Dr. Bill Brockton is due to testify in the trial of Garland Hamilton. And he's not looking forward to it. Not
at all.
Then a week before the trial Hamilton fakes a seizure in prison and escapes from the Emergency Room
at UT hospital. It's a terrifying development as he's already tried to murder Bill once before. Further
Hamilton knows all the halls below the hospitals main floor. When Dr. Brockton hears the news his
thoughts go in several
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Dr. Bill Brockton is due to testify in the trial of Garland Hamilton. And he's not looking forward to it. Not
at all.
Then a week before the trial Hamilton fakes a seizure in prison and escapes from the Emergency Room
at UT hospital. It's a terrifying development as he's already tried to murder Bill once before. Further
Hamilton knows all the halls below the hospitals main floor. When Dr. Brockton hears the news his
thoughts go in several different directions.
What I didn't know was where'd he go and what he'd do: lie low, slip away, or try again to kill me?
While trying to put his fears of Hamilton's escape in the back of his mind Bill tries to keep his mind on
the job at hand. He's been asked to help find answers in the case of a woman found charred in a
burned out car. Bill needs to use forensic science to find out if the women was alive or dead prior to the
car catching fire. The woman's husband is strongly suspected of killing her but he has a solid alibi. Many
questions surround the case and Dr. B's going to need all his knowledge of forensics to find the
evidence necessary to give him the answers. If he fails, someone guilty of murder will go free.
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A second case turns up when Bill is asked to look at cremains that are supposed to be Burt DeVress's,
aunt. When Bill discovers that the cremains are fake he starts asking questions about the mortuary
where the aunt's body was sent following her death.
While trying to find answers for his friend, he uncovers a harrowing, unfathomable scene behind the
mortuary. The mortuary hasn't been in business for quite some time and has been falsifying cremains
for hundreds of customers.
The plots in this series are partly based from true crimes and are the real deal. As in reality, the crime
scenes are gruesome, the 'bad guys' are deadly, not just to the victims but to those who are trying to
catch them. I find myself glued to the chair, clenching the book tightly in both hands, and trying to
remember to breathe. Especially when it feels like my heart is trying to break out from it's prison of rib
bones!
Dr. Bill Brockton, his research assistant Miranda Lovelady, and his KPD cop friend Art Bohanan are just a
few of the regular characters that make up the series. They are smart, funny, are good friends, and are
not above being terrified at one time or another. Working together they try to solve cases that only real
life would make up. It is highly recommended that the Body Farm series be read in order as the
subsequent books follow the story's from previous novels. You will get more enjoyment if read in order.
The first one is Carved in Bone.
The Body Farm novels by Jefferson Bass have taken true crime and weaved it into a masterful, first rate
fictional mystery crime series. It has landed firmly on the top of my favorite book list and the characters
have become like family. If you are into forensics, love a great crime mystery full of action and suspense,
with brilliant and likable characters this series should be on your must read pile!
*Dr. Bill Bass is a world-renowned forensic anthropologist who founded the University of Tennessee's
Anthropology Research Center, informally nicknamed the Body Farm.
Groundbreaking research from the Body Farm has revolutionized forensics, helping to solve seemingly
unsolvable crimes and has been breaking cold cases wide open, bringing justice to the victims and their
families by finding the one's responsible who would otherwise continue to be free. Forensic science has
also been used to absolve people who have been wrongly convicted. I have great respect for Dr. Bass
and all who helped create the data bases we now use in crime detection today.
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The Devil's Bones By Steve Berry
The Devil's bones by Jefferson Bass.
A car accident with a woman's body inside is discovered in Knoxville. Dr. Bill Brockton starts
experiments with corpses to find how a fire may destroy flesh and bone. At the same time an
acquaintance has a problem with the cremains of his aunt and asks Dr. Brockton's assistance in
uncovering the reason why there is such a discrepancy in her cremains compared to the average
person.
Dr. Brockton starts to unravel the mystery behind his friend's aunt's cremains by
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Jefferson Bass.
A car accident with a woman's body inside is discovered in Knoxville. Dr. Bill Brockton starts
experiments with corpses to find how a fire may destroy flesh and bone. At the same time an
acquaintance has a problem with the cremains of his aunt and asks Dr. Brockton's assistance in
uncovering the reason why there is such a discrepancy in her cremains compared to the average
person.
Dr. Brockton starts to unravel the mystery behind his friend's aunt's cremains by investigating the
crematorium where all this took place. First he visits an above board crematorium and learns the
acceptable way of the procedure.
There is even more to this marvelous mystery that brings up a presence of evil from Bill's past that he
would rather never come face to face with again. The author(s) detail in outlining each character and
their relationship to Dr. Bill helps to bring us into the scene of each day. The comprehensive and
elaborated details of the environment and settings leaves nothing to our imagination. This is one of the
most enjoyable mystery series' and educational as well.

...more

Not the best body farm book I've read. It took me a long time to finish this one &amp; not because the
storyline was bad. However, this one didn't leave me with wanting to run to my bookstore and grab
another body farm book. It was just "ok" for me.
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The Devil's Bones Epub
I know it gets tiresome to continually hawk the benefits of one author over and over (for three posts
now!). But technically Jefferson Bass is TWO authors... So does that make it different? Probably not, but I
don't care... The Body Farm series is continuing to entertain and amaze me, now three books in.
The third novel in the series, The Devil's Bones, continues the story of Dr. Bill Brockton, University of
Tennessee professor and Body Farm founder. You need to read the first two novels to reall
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gets tiresome to continually hawk the benefits of one author over and over (for three posts now!). But
technically Jefferson Bass is TWO authors... So does that make it different? Probably not, but I don't
care... The Body Farm series is continuing to entertain and amaze me, now three books in.
The third novel in the series, The Devil's Bones, continues the story of Dr. Bill Brockton, University of
Tennessee professor and Body Farm founder. You need to read the first two novels to really appreciate
this one, as it delves deeper into a storyline about a former-colleague-turned-murderer who still has a
bone to pick with Brockton (pun intended).
Forensically, the novel discusses the affect of fire on bones. The book begins with a case of a woman
who died in an automobile fire. There are reasons to suspect foul play, but the main suspect -- the
woman's husband -- was thousands of miles away in Las Vegas at the time of her demise. Brockton
conducts experiments to study the affect burning bones has on new and old bones. New, or "green",
bones burn in a spiral pattern that develops from the moisture in them being released quickly, so that
the layers of bone are almost steamed. Older, dry bones burn in a linear, heavily patterned way, much
like old logs in a fire. Think about the end of logs burned in a fireplace or bonfire -- a crosshatch pattern.
That's how you can tell the difference in new and old bones, therefore also being able to tell the
difference between whether a body was burned soon after death or a lengthy amount of time after
death.
To go along with the burning bones experiments, Jefferson Bass (a team of both Dr. Bill Bass, the actual
Body Farm founder from UT, and journalist Jon Jefferson) also addresses a real-life case that I
remember from my college years in Chattanooga. In 2002, a Georgia crematorium was discovered to
have been not performing its duties as advertised (and as it was paid for). During a search of the
property that resulted from anonymous tips to the GBI, more than 300 bodies were found buried and
piled up on the property. The crematorium had been sending back to families a mixture of human and
animal bones, concrete mix, and filler materials rather than the remains of their loved ones. Bass places
Brockton thick in the middle of this case, one that was extremely interesting to me, as I remember
vividly watching CNN's 24-hour coverage of the property search and ongoing investigation. Real-life
Body Farm professor and author Dr. Bill Bass worked some of the cases, which gave him an inside view
and factual representation of the story in this novel.
I think I've gone on enough... Go get these books! (My mom has them in hand and has already started
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the first one, soon to be followed by my other family members.)

...more

Good bookâ€¦ certainly not one of my favoritesâ€¦ I admit to getting wholly tired of the whole
disgruntled ME gone crazyâ€¦ it was intriguing the first time, exciting the second time, but this time
itâ€™s entirely over done. Hopefully, the madness is over.
Iâ€™m finally starting to get accustom to this authorâ€™s writing style. I have to say that this book, the
3rd in the series, just wasnâ€™t my favorite. It seemed like the author just had to stretch to get what he
was looking for.
Iâ€™m also getting a little t
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wholly tired of the whole disgruntled ME gone crazyâ€¦ it was intriguing the first time, exciting the
second time, but this time itâ€™s entirely over done. Hopefully, the madness is over.
Iâ€™m finally starting to get accustom to this authorâ€™s writing style. I have to say that this book, the
3rd in the series, just wasnâ€™t my favorite. It seemed like the author just had to stretch to get what he
was looking for.
Iâ€™m also getting a little tired of the wishy-washy way Dr Brockton is with Miranda, his grad student.
Pardon the expression, but he needs to Pee or get off the Pot.
I was glad to see Big Jim Oâ€™Connor and Waylonâ€¦ theyâ€™re two of my favorite characters and
have been since they were introduced. I liked their involvement and really loved learning more about
them then I knew the first time. I think that the author should consider expanding their involvement in
the stories more.
...more
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The Devil In Details Bones
3.5 Stars
I really love this series.
This book is more like a continuation of Book 2; with Dr Brockton having to deal with the fallout from
Garland Hamilton. It was still good, but not nearly as crazy. Just trying to figure out where all the pieces
fit.
This review has been hidden because it contains spoilers. To view it,

click here.

Last night as I was finishing it up there was this whole paragraph or two about an oil lamp. I
could have been in an impatient mood or perhaps it was an attempt at foreshadowing, but I found
myself saying aloud "Enough with the lamp!" This book was really really descriptive on the roads taken
to get places. This would probably be fun if I lived in Tennessee, but I do not so I found it boring. By the
end, I was frustrated. I'll still read more in the series and see how they turn out.
Note: The bit

Last night as I was finishing it up there was this whole paragraph or two about an oil

lamp. I could have been in an impatient mood or perhaps it was an attempt at foreshadowing, but I
found myself saying aloud "Enough with the lamp!" This book was really really descriptive on the roads
taken to get places. This would probably be fun if I lived in Tennessee, but I do not so I found it boring.
By the end, I was frustrated. I'll still read more in the series and see how they turn out.
Note: The bit about the crematorium that just dumped bodies on their property and gave loved ones
bogus cremains is based on a true story! Suggested reading: Death's Acre.
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The Devil In The Details Bones Wiki
edge of my seat!
made me laugh, made me cringe, made me mad....all this as i was reading throughout the book. i loved
it!
Synopsis: a woman's charred body has been found inside a burned car. Accidental death or murder?
Brockton conducts an experiment.
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The Devil In The Mold Bones
Bass adds another great book to the series in this, the third installment. The book is a great stand-alone,
though the background learned from the previous two make it all the more exciting if read as part of
the larger series. Bass has the ability not only to allude to the previous stories, but incorporate them
into the subsequent books without stitching each book together (one book does not continue the story
from the previous one). While I was also able to learn a great deal about forensics,
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great book to the series in this, the third installment. The book is a great stand-alone, though the
background learned from the previous two make it all the more exciting if read as part of the larger
series. Bass has the ability not only to allude to the previous stories, but incorporate them into the
subsequent books without stitching each book together (one book does not continue the story from the
previous one). While I was also able to learn a great deal about forensics, the body, and the characters,
the true greatness of the book comes from its ability to flow seamlessly and move at a pace that keeps
the reader interested and yet, also informed of what is going on. We get to see forensic anthropology
for what it is and stick with that, where as others (Reichsâ€™ fames Tempe Brennan) seem to use their
skills as a backdrop to getting into the case and then turn into the main sleuth.
I will admit, I would never choose to enter the profession or even to go back and take a class in
anthropology or human anatomy. That said, Bass makes the entire experience all the more interesting
and not in a preachy way. Bass addresses some of the key aspects of the profession and some of the
strong issues of the day, showing an academic perspective, but not turning chapters into soapbox
moments. This is greatly appreciated.
As the book escalates and we see the action kick up a notch, we learn a lot more about burning bones
and what fire can do to the body. Not only that, we also can see some watered-down experiments that
could really pique the interest of someone who has a passion for the profession. While also looking at
the world of cremation, Bass opens the door to many questions one may not have previously pondered.
Great work Messers. Jefferson and Bass. You make the perfect team to keep the reader entertained.
...more
Forensic anthropologist Bill Brockton is trying to figure out who murdered Mary Latham and how her
car caught fire and burned so extensively when his criminal defense attorney gives him what are
claimed to be the cremains (cremated remains) of his aunt, which look more like concrete mix than
bone ash. With the help of forensic scientist Art Bohanan, Brockton investigates the crematorium in
Georgia that was responsible for the cremation but keeps butting up against stone walls. Eventually, he
dis
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bone ash. With the help of forensic scientist Art Bohanan, Brockton investigates the crematorium in
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discovers a horror the likes of which he has never seen before. Meanwhile, he learns that his nemesis,
former medical examiner Garland Hamilton, has escaped from prison and is on the prowl. Knowing
heâ€™s in Hamiltonâ€™s sites, Brockton is relieved to learn Hamiltonâ€™s charred body is discovered
at a fire scene in Cooke County. However, as Brockton soon finds out, things are not always as they
seem.
This third installment in the Body Farm series is, as usual, chock full of interesting forensics information
relayed through Brockton and his assistant, Miranda. Readers may find the book distracting as it seems
to meander along from one investigation to the other, then dashes off to the conflict between Brockton
and Hamilton. Although the three mysteries within the plot are good ones, perhaps focusing on one or
two would provide a stronger read. The forensics investigations help buffer the distraction and will keep
the reader invested throughout the book.
...more
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